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The Evolution of a Thesis
Figure 1. Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN.
Source: http://www.bsdphotography.com/
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The concept of a community transit hub is to develop hubs
at strategic locations that conveniently link multiple modes
of sustainable transportation. Frank Ricks, of Looney Ricks
Kiss Architects (LRK), describes “institutionally anchored
neighborhoods as important gateways and portals” that should
be linked with public transportation. These neighborhoods would
be connected by what LRK calls the “Zipper Zone” (Figure 2).
The concept demonstrates the importance of cultural and higher

1. Surround the interchange with workplaces and housing types.
2. Keep the interior of the interchange continuous with the
exterior pedestrian network and maintain small shops
and kiosks while keeping parking cleverly hidden within
surrounding architecture.
3. Keep the transfer distance between different modes of
transport to 300 ft. with a maximum of 600 ft.
Memphis already has neighborhoods with the existing
infrastructure to achieve the first principle. The transit hub
synergies that spin off of the development will improve the bus
stops, spur community economy and unite neighborhoods through
having ownership where they live. It could be argued that for
the hubs to effectively happen, community development needs
to be improved along the Zipper Zone. Fortunately, there are
initiatives that currently exist within Memphis activist groups to
help carry out these development efforts. As mentioned earlier,
living in Memphis without a vehicle motivated me to get involved in
community events.
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My personal experience saddens me, because I would love to
commute around town to the various “hot spots” of Memphis or
even my grocers of choice without the hassle of vehicular travel.
My experience has motivated me, ironically to buy a car, but more
importantly to seek out ways of getting involved in my community.
Through this community participation, I have discovered that
perhaps Memphis is ready for “new” public transportation systems
and the community transit hubs that sustain them.

The book, A Pattern Language (Alexander, Ishikawa, &
Silverstein, 1977, p. 185), outlines the importance of interchanges
(transit hubs) and three basic principles that must be followed in
order to sustain a web of transportation:
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Why was I out of luck? The trolley is primarily set up for
tourism and is not a reliable source of transportation due to its
inconsistencies and maintenance issues. I was also limited in the
extent of its route, which ends at Madison and Cleveland and at
the north and south ends of Main Street. If I wanted to travel to
any other destination farther out, I would need to seek another
form of transportation. The obvious alternative was the bus; which
I would have gladly taken if I could get past the sight of the dismal
bus stops. Also, I was warned of the bus schedule inconsistencies
which guaranteed I was not going to sit at a dismal bus stop and
hope the bus arrived on time.

The Zipper Zone concept can blossom with the community
transit hubs located along the corridor of the “Zipper Zone.”
The hub community will expand radially one-half mile from the
central location of the hub. A diagram of this is explained in
detail later in this thesis. Without viable community transit hubs
the transportation system will not work. These hubs will not only
support incoming train and bus services, but also accommodate
bike sharing, encourage pedestrian activity and provide parking if
vehicular travel is needed. It should be noted that the parking will
be limited to individuals working within the community transit hub
but do not live within the half mile community.

On October 3rd of 2009, I participated in the 3rd Annual
Summit for Neighborhood Leaders organized by the Coalition
for Livable Communities (CLC), now called Livable Memphis.
The objective was to educate the participants of the unfortunate
development decisions that led to the state of urban sprawl
that is Memphis today. Urban sprawl is characterized by a
decentralization of the city’s core. The population moves farther
out from the center and basic services that served many are now
needed with greater frequency to service fewer people. This
ultimately puts a strain on the city’s resources. The second
message delivered is that the neighborhoods have a place in the
regional picture to make changes through community involvement.
Memphis is gearing up with programs such as Clean Memphis
and Memphis City Beautiful that organize neighborhood cleanup,
Transit Oriented Development and the Zipper Corridor Concept,
Beyond the Car: WalkBike Memphis, and the Unified Development
Code that provides the tools to get your neighborhood together so
it can evolve effectively.

in S

I live downtown on the corner of Union and Main, and I love
it. One of the activities that I have enjoyed doing since I moved
to Memphis, especially when I did not own a car, is utilizing the
trolley as a means of transportation to do my weekend grocery
shopping (Figure 1). The excursions were always pleasurable
and adventuresome, but I would need to block out a half day on
my calendar to complete my errands. My retail selection was very
limited as well. This was okay most of the time, but when I was
in a hurry or needed to go beyond my local grocers, I was out of
luck.

education entities. The Norfolk Southern railroad line will be used
as a commuter rail to connect Collierville to Downtown. Bus lines
already in existence would be redesigned to effectively connect
people not directly on the commuter rail.

Ma

The following is a personal account of how the spirit of my
thesis evolved.

Along with Livable Memphis, The Memphis Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) has already announced it will
present the 2035 Plan in 2012. The 2035 Plan proposes to
downsize existing roads and implement new forms of sustainable
transportation such as bus lines, bike paths and pedestrian
walkways. “We’ve got to link transportation and land use
together, because one can’t operate without the other,” said MPO
administrator Martha Lott.
Memphis is looking at transportation through the lens of the
community in collaboration with Memphis and Shelby County
government. However, if these voices of the community and good
will of the government are not put into action, these efforts will
seem nothing more than wasted energy.
The following thesis outlines a smart transit community
hub concept that, if implemented with the help of the Memphis
community and support of the local, state and federal
governments, will transform a city’s current trend of unhealthy
development into one of sustainable growth, equity and
environmental stewardship.

Preface
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Figure 2. Zipper Zone Map with Existing and Proposed Rail Lines
Image provided by LRK, Inc.
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The concept of MATCH is to introduce mobility options,
within a built environment, that promote environmentally friendly
alternatives to vehicular transportation and cultivate community
development. Can effective transit community hub design change
perception of alternative transportation?
The thesis is structured around four elements; Evolution,
Economy, Sustainability, and Perception. Each element has the
ability to stand alone as an important part of a four part equation
that creates a transit community hub concept, yet the solution to
a successful transit community hub can only exist when all of the
parts are acting in harmonious integrity.
The following board series (Figures 3 - 6, pp. 3-10) outlines the
initial investigation into these four elements and each describes
briefly the thought process at the inception of the thesis research.
The writing that corresponds with each board is the evolution
of thought through further literature review and how this review
influenced the design of MATCH.
Michael Dowd (2008), author of Thank God for Evolution,
states the essence of this thesis eloquently with the following
words:
Nothing is more important, it seems to me, from a practical
as well as spiritual perspective, than co-creating synergistic
systems of governance at all levels – locally, regionally,
nationally, and globally – that align the self-interest of
individuals and groups with the self-interest of our planet as a
whole. This is the heart of our great evolutionary work – our
species’ divine calling. (p. 255)
It will take a web of healthy communities to fulfill Dowd’s
understanding of the importance of the existence of civilization.
The transit community hub emphasizes community centered
activities and this creates accountability through ownership. The
hub provides an incubator for connections of people to people,
people to basic needs and people to educational activities that
are fun. The utopian result is a community that promotes smart
growth, equity and sustainable living that incrementally will have
an impact on a global scale.

Introduction

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception

Thesis Topic:
Memphis Transportation Improvements_Design and Psychology: a
proposal for transportation interchanges and ancillary bus stops
based on community ownership; with design infl
fluence evolved
from the community’s culture. Can “BRANDSCAPING” of these hubs
bring “COOLNESS” back to mass transportation in Memphis?

A pattern language is the unique DNA of a community, building, or
construction. The evolution of transportation is a pattern language.
The loss of respect for this language must be restored with the
Memphis community. What is the pattern language of our city...
Memphis?

Forces of perception, politics, and economics drive the EVOLUTION
of transportation.
How the hub addresses psychological PERCEPTION, SUSTAINABILITY
through effi
ficiency of logistics, materials and education, ECONOMY
of the ownership involvement of the community and the inherent
education element of life style changes that promote a healthier
planet.

1

City_Restoration_Transportation:
these patterns can never be designed or built all at once
piecemeal growth
individual acts generate larger global patterns
full community involvement
organic_incremental growth
Problem: many places distributed unevenly with people wanting
to get from point A to B generally at random locations.
Solution: solving coordination problems between the different
transportation systems. Empower the communities through
ownership of transportation hubs.

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception
What does this mean?
The interchange sustains the public transit system
How?
surround interchange with workplaces and housing
interior of interchange continuous with exterior pedestrian network
by building in small shops and kiosks
transfer distance between modes at 300 ft - maximum 600 ft
convenient access to tickets, route information
integrated fare payment from one form of transit to the next
transportation options:
car.pedestrian

bike.fuel effificient vehicles.trolley.bus.rail

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception
lack of consistency
lack of cleanliness
classism: good for low-income people
activism in creative design
security
young people and baby boomers: suburbs are less desirable
revitalization of downtowns
funding
time value: not figured into transit development
lack of personal space
lack of diversity in demographics: race.age.income.accessibility

“I have always thought that the substitution of the internal combustion engine for the horse
marked a very gloomy milestone in the progress of mankind.” - Winston Churchill, 1954

2

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception
Thesis Topic:
Memphis Transportation Improvements_Design and Psychology: a
proposal for transportation interchanges and ancillary bus stops
based on community ownership; with design influence evolved
from the community’s culture. Can “BRANDSCAPING” of these hubs
bring “COOLNESS” back to mass transportation in Memphis?

Forces of perception, politics, and economics drive the EVOLUTION
of transportation.
How the hub addresses psychological PERCEPTION, SUSTAINABILITY
through efficiency of logistics, materials and education, ECONOMY
of the ownership involvement of the community and the inherent
education element of life style changes that promote a healthier
planet.

The evolution of transportation, for the purposes of this
thesis, is not about when pedestrian activity gave way to the
first steam engine, automobile or airplane; it is about our social
connections and lack thereof based on our contemporary system
of transportation which is dominated by the car. The loss of
pedestrian activities such as walking and biking, what can be
called “human powered energy,” has deteriorated our social
constructs.
The evolution of transportation has also enabled society
to visually and audibly edit physical surroundings through
technological advancement in mobility (Pappano, 2001). This
editing occurs when humans can physically inhabit a place while,
at the same time, psychologically exist somewhere else, thus
making concrete environments less relevant (Pappano, 2001).
Visual and audible editing combined with contemporary travel
makes the experience about the speed and comfort by which
we arrive at point A or B and less about the experience and
celebration of approach, arrival and the immediate surroundings,
both natural and architectural (Pappano, 2001).
This opening statement suggests that human relationships
made through pedestrian travel, due to interaction, are very
different than connections made through technological travel.
The challenge of MATCH is to combine a quality social human
experience with the concept of traveling which is on a much faster
pace than human interaction would like to accommodate.
How can design engage people while they are in the
accelerated motion of moving from one destination to the next?
According to Urry (2007), this is achieved through spaces that
engage users by providing successive views to experience.
MATCH accomplishes this interaction by infusing sight, sound,
and interactive architecture to influence human behavior, thus
laying a foundation for a transit community hub that fosters healthy
relationships.
Evolution of Pedestrian Travel
There is a visceral connection between humans and nature
when the individual is engaged as a pedestrian. Cities were
once designed primarily for pedestrian travel creating a tangible
connection between humans, nature and the built environment

Spirit of Transportation

(Urry, 2007). Additionally, “Walking can create the perception that
the world is picturesque” (p. 70); it also enabled social loops to be
smaller and more intimate. Urry (2007) states “the epistemological
and ontological significance of walking is everywhere and
combined with hands; it is how people are embedded or inserted
into their physical and social worlds” (p. 65).
In 1761, London legislation paved smooth street surfaces
to improve walkability, thus creating the phenomena of
groundlessness (Urry, 2007) which occurs when the direct
connection of the human body to earth is removed. This
inadvertent disconnect of pedestrians from their physical
connection to nature was compounded with the advent of bikes,
cars, trains and planes. This progression of technology, especially
cars, eventually led to the demise of walking and de-socialization
which is the lack of social interaction that occurs as a result of
walking according to Jane Jacobs and Le Corbusier (as cited
in Urry, 2007). This is further expressed by Alexander et al.
(1977, p. 64) when he states that “Cars give people wonderful
freedom and increase their opportunities. But they also destroy
the environment, to an extent that they kill all social life.” He
continues by describing the physical separation of humans
created by the car. The occupied space of a human is five
square feet and the human while in a car occupies 350 square
feet (Alexander et al., 1977). The nature of cars creates a lack of
social interaction due to physical separation which creates a need
for specialized meeting places such as the home and workplace
(Alexander et al., 1977).
Alexander et al. (1977) offers a solution to this physical
separation (p. 64). He states that if “towns are divided up into
areas about one mile across, with the idea that cars may be
used for trips which leave these areas, but that other forms of
transportation will be used for all trips inside the one mile area,
i.e., foot, bike, [mini bus].” Research and anthropological studies
were conducted to test the viability of designing MATCH to
promote pedestrian, bike, and mini bus transportation (Figure
36, p. 19). Adding amenities to accommodate these activities
proved to be a prudent solution. Additionally, a series of site
investigations exposed the divergent nature of the neighborhoods
within the half mile community (Figures 35, p. 18). This
divergence may prove a positive quality if supported by a
specialized meeting place called the “third place” discussed later.

Spirit of Transportation

According to Urry, (2007) the element of pedestrian activity
and the resulting human connection will produce and reproduce
a social life. MATCH is designed with many opportunities for
pedestrians to interact. This interaction is a process by which desocialization can be mitigated. The carefully designed pedestrian
plaza and walkways provide a canvas for metaphorical “stories
to be imprinted from the countless journeys” (Urry, 2007, p. 64)
of individuals that traverse the site and experience the “chance
encounter” which is a serendipitous meeting of people that can
lead to deeper relationships (Sucher, 1995, p. 30).

could be irreversible and devastating to the concept of community
through social human interaction. Pappano (2007) states this
desensitization of human experiences caused by the technology
of globalization and cars are creating a rift between humans and
the urgency of social human experiences. She goes on to explain
that “as a society, we are beginning to make scarce the tangible
and diminishing the availability of relationships built on physical
proximity” (p. 87).

Evolution of Technological Travel

What are the implications of lost pedestrian cities and
technology that is granting us faster capabilities yet, ironically,
creating less personal time?

Evolution of Solution

The Industrial Revolution brought much technological
advancement. The concept of “faster” is born with the invention of
the bicycle. It created a stir because one could travel four times
faster than walking (Pappano, 2001). The public was warned of
getting “bicycle face” from traveling into the wind (Pappano, 2001).
The advent of rail travel, automobiles, planes and even virtual
technologies have brought opportunities and difficulties to the lives
of people as well (Pappano, 2001). Pappano states that “mobility
is no longer about reaching a destination; it is about motion” (p.
77).
As stated earlier, advanced mobility is making it easier
for humans to edit physical experiences. This applies to the
technological methods of traveling from an internal perspective.
Contemporary travel is about the experience the user has with
the machine and less about the act of traveling (Pappano,
2001). Selling points for trains and planes are about comfort and
amenities. Ads for cars capitalize on the sense of identity a user
feels by owning a car (Pappano, 2001). This refers back to the
idea of groundlessness explained by Urry because the emphasis
on transportation is internalized. Technology thus promotes
the connection of human to machine allowing for multitasking
capabilities that focus our attention to future moments and not to
the present moment and our immediate surroundings.

Through design, MATCH proposes to be a node of public
transportation providing efficiencies in mobility at the same
time provide places to pause and reflect, learn, and create
relationships. There will be places for people that would normally
not mix to “bump into each other” (Sucher, 1995, p. 25). Sucher
(1995) states, “it is the city’s job to bring people together” (p.
25). Ray Oldenburg (as cited in Sucher, 1995) calls these public
environments the “third place.” Ray describes the first two
places as home and the workplace. The third place is where
friends and neighbors encounter one another in an unplanned
manner (Sucher, 1995). MATCH weaves together the needs
of a community by providing a grocery market; learning center
and day care for children; local government office and multiple
modes of transportation thus creating the “third place.” This “third
place” begins to close the evolutionary connection gap between
social human experiences and the technological advancements
described by Pappano.

The standards of efficiency expected today condone this type
of technological connection. Therefore, it can be argued that the
evolution of transportation is a positive one in that; the more we
can accomplish and the more places we can be at one time are
rewarded. However, the consequences of these advancements
Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception

Thesis Topic:
Memphis Transportation Improvements_Design and Psychology: a
proposal for transportation interchanges and ancillary bus stops
based on community ownership; with design influence evolved
from the community’s culture. Can “BRANDSCAPING” of these hubs
bring “COOLNESS” back to mass transportation in Memphis?

A pattern language is the unique DNA of a community, building, or
construction. The evolution of transportation is a pattern language.
The loss of respect for this language must be restored with the
Memphis community. What is the pattern language of our city...
Memphis?

Forces of perception, politics, and economics drive the EVOLUTION
of transportation.
How the hub addresses psychological PERCEPTION, SUSTAINABILITY
through efficiency of logistics, materials and education, ECONOMY
of the ownership involvement of the community and the inherent
education element of life style changes that promote a healthier
planet.

City_Restoration_Transportation:
these patterns can never be designed or built all at once
piecemeal growth
individual acts generate larger global patterns
full community involvement
organic_incremental growth
Problem: many places distributed unevenly with people wanting
to get from point A to B generally at random locations.
Solution: solving coordination problems between the different
transportation systems. Empower the communities through
ownership of transportation hubs.

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception
What does this mean?
The interchange sustains the public transit system
How?
surround interchange with workplaces and housing
interior of interchange continuous with exterior pedestrian network
by building in small shops and kiosks
transfer distance between modes at 300 ft - maximum 600 ft
convenient access to tickets, route information
integrated fare payment from one form of transit to the next
transportation options:
car.pedestrian

bike.fuel effificient vehicles.trolley.bus.rail

Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception
lack of consistency
lack of cleanliness
classism: good for low-income people
activism in creative design
security
young people and baby boomers: suburbs are less desirable
revitalization of downtowns
funding
time value: not figured into transit development
lack of personal space
lack of diversity in demographics: race.age.income.accessibility

“I have always thought that the substitution of the internal combustion engine for the horse
marked a very gloomy milestone in the progress of mankind.” - Winston Churchill, 1954

Figure 3. Research Board 1 :: Evolution
Board composed by Author
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Evolution_Economy_Sustainability_Perception
A pattern language is the unique DNA of a community, building, or
construction. The evolution of transportation is a pattern language.
The loss of respect for this language must be restored with the
Memphis community. What is the pattern language of our city...
Memphis?
City_Restoration_Transportation:
these patterns can never be designed or built all at once
piecemeal growth
individual acts generate larger global patterns
full community involvement
organic_incremental growth
Problem: many places distributed unevenly with people wanting
to get from point A to B generally at random locations.
Solution: solving coordination problems between the different
transportation systems. Empower the communities through
ownership of transportation hubs.

MATCH will provide a community of people who exist within a
half mile radius opportunity for growth, empowerment, education
and networking. As discussed in the evolution portion of this
thesis, de-socialization is occurring based on our technological
advancements in mobility, primarily the car. MATCH utilizes
public transportation as a means for reconnecting disparate
neighborhoods that, while existing in close proximity to one
another, are worlds apart with regards to race, income and
education.
The site selection for MATCH occurred from a series of
investigations into the “Zipper Zone” concept developed by
LRK, Inc. discussed in the preface of this thesis. By utilizing this
concept as a foundation for MATCH and its proper placement
within the Memphis community, a series of map studies were
developed to define the hub location and the potential for future
hub developments. The “Proposed Future MATCH Site” (Figure
30, p. 17) shows the half mile community as it relates to the
larger context of Memphis. The map highlights the Green Line
and rail lines, both existing and proposed, and the major Poplar
Avenue corridor which creates the northern edge of the “Zipper
Zone” opposite the Norfolk Southern line; creating the boundaries
that encapsulate the cultural institutions and communities that
support them. The “Proposed Future Hubs” and “Proposed
Secondary Hubs” (Figures 31, 32, p. 17) demonstrate the concept
of MATCH as a prototype that exist at interchanges around the
city connecting the cultural institutions together with public transit
opportunities and creating “gateways” that define the subcultures
that exist within each half mile community.
The challenge with any redevelopment focused on living
improvements and revitalization are issues of gentrification
and segregation. The site is at the intersection of two major
roads. This locations allowed for redevelopment of all four
corners. Figure 33, p. 18, show the existing site conditions.
MATCH is inherently equipped with the tools to address issues of
revitalization projects through the existing railroad boundary that
separates the neighborhoods to the north and south depicted on
the boundary map (Figure 34, p.18). This positive, yet seemingly
negative attribute to the site will be explained in the “Economy of
Subcultures and Their Boundaries”. It should be noted that the
site is not without vulnerability, mostly to the east and west due to
a lack of physical boundaries that define the existing subcultures
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(Figure 34, p. 18). The design of MATCH brings awareness
to responsible and accountable development that protects the
growth of the MATCH community and maintains the integrity of the
existing communities.
Economy of Subcultures and Their Boundaries
The “issue” of disparate neighborhoods can be seen as
positive if the ecology of different subcultures is understood and
that there is an importance to having boundaries. Alexander et al.
(1977) describes “subcultures as having their own ecology; they
can only live at full intensity, unhampered by their neighbors, if
they are physically separated by physical boundaries” (p. 76). At
first, this may seem like a form of segregation, however, Alexander
et al. has empirical data that suggests otherwise. The following
is an example of the judgments and assimilations that can occur
without the physical boundary:
The “straight” people who lived near the “hippie” Haight
Ashbury district in San Francisco in 1967 were afraid that the
Haight would send their land values down, so they put pressure
on City Hall to get the Haight “cleaned up” – that is, to make
the Haight more like their own area. (p. 76)
If the boundaries are present, natural or man-made, then the
opportunity for the character of the subculture to be preserved is
increased. Once the separation of subcultures has occurred or
if it already exists, development is then utilized to knit the various
cultures together. Alexander et al. (1977) states that “Along the
seam between two subcultures, build meeting places [and] shared
functions [that are] touching each community” (pp. 78 - 79).
These built environments, what can be called the “thrid place”, are
grocery markets, workplaces, modes of transportation and cultural
event spaces.
Economy of Growth
According to Alexander et al. the subcultures of MATCH
need the “third place” to seam them together. This seaming of
human experiences could potentially lead to deeper relationships.
These relationships may then have the effect of bringing these
subcultures together into the one “understood” community –
MATCH.

Spirit of Transportation

Encarta Dictionary online defines economy as efficiency
and conservation of effort in the operation or achievement
of something; the production and consumption of goods and
services of a community regarded as a whole; [and] reduction
of expenditure and prudent management of resources. All of
these are fundamental to the proper growth of MATCH. This
also touches on the sustainable constructs embedded in the site
programming of educational facilities that promote sustainable
learning and the physical design of the buildings.

projects “hinge fundamentally on missing linkages and creation of
opportunities for groups that do not currently have access to even
the basic amenities of urban living” (Konrad, 2009, p. 122). In
contrast, an ad that reads “Imagine walking a few steps from your
Grant Park home, catching a European-style tram, and zipping off
for lunch at the King Plow Center. Imagine bicycle and pedestrian
paths that engage diverse parts of the city” (Konrad, 2009, p.122),
caters directly to the eco-friendly sensibilities and educated
palates of the environmentalist. This same ad may not relate to
the underprivileged party even though it is describing development
opportunities where they live that could ultimately benefit them.

As it relates to the definition of economy, MATCH achieves
efficiency through community involvement and workplace
participation. Additionally, efficiency of economy happens
when “housing exists within easy walking distance of transit;
residents use transit five times as often as those who drive to a
station” (Farr, 2008, p. 114), thus supporting the half mile transit
concept which encourages walking to the site. MATCH is a
smart economy of consumption whereby the whole community
shares goods and services provided by the community. It is also
capable of fostering a strong economy of reduction. The site is
designed with learning facilities and local government offices that
can educate the community on reductions in spending, energy
consumption, water usage, and fossil fuels. This education
extends beyond reduction into understanding the benefits of
healthy living through eating right and exercising.

The issues of equity discussed above are not easily addressed
by design. MATCH approaches equity through an integration
of a heterogeneous community that shares job employment
opportunities, walkability, multiple transportation options, a local
government office, the integration of learning pods and interactive
architecture. These qualities help seam the subcultures together.

Economy of Equity
Communities need economic growth that sustains equity
within that community regardless of race, age, gender, religion,
political views, or income status. Equity among these various
characteristics manifests itself in different forms. What may
work for the affluent environmentalist may not apply to the
underprivileged member of a community. What defines the perfect
balance that creates equity for all parties involved? According to
Konrad (2009), parties involved may be trying to achieve the same
results, but their language and packaging of that result is received
very differently by the other parties that stand to gain the same
benefits.

Part of the seaming occurs with the learning pods. The
program repurposes an existing day care (Figure 33, Image 2, p.
18) into a learning center that also operates as a day care facility.
There is a constructed evaporative cooling tower exposed to the
public that also serves as a protected playground for the center.
The learning pod facility cares for infants through adolescence or
until they are able to stay home without supervision. The learning
center gives priority for enrollment to members of the half mile
MATCH community that utilize alternative transportation. This
enables the parents to easily drop off and pick up their children
before heading to their next destination.
The integration of the subcultures at the learning center
suggests that equity may be achieved through education and
integration. This is based on the idea that by combining different
cultures at an impressionable age in a learning environment
provides the educators and care-givers opportunities to teach
issues of equity. This education is then passed along to the
parents. There is an understanding that acceptance and equity
will only be successful if the receiving parties are willing to make
changes.

The following is an example of the needs expressed for the
underprivileged verses the needs of an affluent environmentalist.
Social justice for the underprivileged within redevelopment
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Spiritual Sustainability
The following section holds prophetic and deeply moving
statements that may seem extreme for the scale of this project,
but in reality, these insights reach deep into the soul of this thesis
and the potential fate of human existence. In the book, Thank
God for Evolution, Dowd (2008) devotes an entire chapter to
the connection of sustainability and spirituality. A few of these
sections will be highlighted to expose the magnitude and urgency
of a mass societal change toward sustainable practices.
“Our planet was not merely created; Earth itself is creative”
(Dowd, 2008, p. 289). A successful paradigm shift to living in
harmony with the planet relies heavily on a psychic change within
society. This shift of sustainable thought and action must come
from within our spiritual cores. “Humanity is the vessel through
which our planet now experiments with self-conscious awareness.
This role is not without paradox, however, as our kind is also that
which threatens Earth with degradation and diminishment” (Dowd,
2008, p.289).
The challenges of the next 250 years begin with climate
change. It is no longer a debate for over 95% of scientists
around the world (Dowd, 2008). There will be continued loss of
biodiversity. Dowd (2008) states that “several billion more people
living at American standard of living, and thereby using ‘natural
resources’ at our per capita rate, would require two or three
more planets” (p. 301). There will be greater gaps between rich
and poor, Oil will peak. Lastly, and most significantly relevant
to this project is the “Aligning self-interest with the well-being
of the whole”. The greatest challenge for humanity is “finding
increasingly effective ways to align the natural self-interest of
individuals and groups with the well-being of the planet as a
whole” (p. 302). This need for alignment establishes relevance
for transit community hubs because they infuse social human
interaction with environmental stewardship.
As a response to these “Challenges”, Dowd (2008) offers
trends of hope. The most salient of these are the “Circles of
care, compassion, concern, and commitment widening” and
“Cooperation and interdependence expanding at multiple levels”.
The latter is described by Robert Wright’s book Nonzero: the Logic
of Human Destiny as the understanding that “As more and more of
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us are in this together, a loss for one group is a loss for all groups”
(p. 309). Wright’s concept is important to MATCH because it
theorizes that healthy communities full of ownership will take care
of the parts that make up that community.

In closing, Freya Mathews states, “We fail to realize that if we
destroy our environment, we are destroying what is in fact our
larger self” (Dowd, 2008, p. 290).

views that engage the viewer through anticipation and curiosity.
The sustainable architectural features are exposed and accessible
to site visitors. Those who encounter the site can observe others
experiencing the methods of sustainable architecture. These
activities spur investigation enabling people to learn through
interacting with the built environment.

Tangible Sustainability
It is also important to note the positives of the next 250 years
as a counter balance to the previously discussed possibilities.
According to Dowd (2008), the human population will stabilize
and decline; clean, renewable energy sources will replace
toxic, nonrenewable energy sources; Biomimicry design will
revolutionize law, medicine, governance, economics, religion, and
education (Dowd, 2008). Biomimicry is the learning from and then
emulating natural forms, processes, and ecosystems to create
more sustainable and healthier human technologies and designs
(http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org/). Another direct link Dowd
(2008) makes to sustainability through community is that global
self-interest, personal self-interest, and corporate self-interest will
align. This gives hope for the potential equity issues for MATCH.
He references the concept of “Vertical Markets” set forth by John
Stewart in his book, Evolution’s Arrow.
Vertical Markets would redistribute incomes produced in
vertical and horizontal markets by establishing a minimum
income system for all planetary members of society. This
would provide a minimum standard of living for all, and
guarantee that everyone received an education and the other
resources they needed to develop their potential to contribute
to society. It would also ensure the citizens benefited
sufficiently from their participation in society to attract their
support for the way their society was organized. And it would
guarantee that everyone had sufficient purchasing power in the
vertical market. (Stewart, 2000, p. 293)
Lastly, Dowd (2008) explains the global democratic/
biocratic revolution as holistic governance which is different
from a democracy in one vital way. Biocracy takes into account
the health and well being of other species, watersheds, and
bioregions. In a biocracy the “voices” of other-than-human
species are honored and respected (Dowd, 2008). Again, this
relates to MATCH as being part of a larger community sustained
by the biodiversity incorporated through the landscape design and
green scape elements.
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With a greater spiritual understanding of the need for
sustainable practices, the following section is an architectural
description of the “third place”. It is the literal application of
sustainability in the design of MATCH.

Sustainability through Alternative Transportation With
the advancement of technology, we can assume that these
systems of travel will only improve as our awareness of their
necessity increases. Research suggests that a positive effect
of this awareness will be improved human engagement. Also,
transporting people in masses removes cars from the road
improving air quality (Figure 44, pp. 27 - 28).

Sustainability through Community Design These include
work environments and community amenities. Each figure is
accompanied with a key plan and axonometric as a guide.
1. The Community Center accommodates the mini bus
services, local government and environmental resource
center (Figure 40, pp. 21 - 22).
2. The Learning Tower Center provides space for the public
learning tower interactive zone, local grocery market, light
rail administrative office, and the learning pods on the
second floor (Figure 41, pp. 23 - 24).

Sustainability through Green Space Figures 45 and 46 (pp.
29 - 30 highlight the site areas where the following green space
features are implemented and the Summer Solstice conditions at
the peak hours of site usage.
“Reduced Heat Island Effect”: Hardscapes absorb sunlight
generating heat that is then radiated back into the environment.
Green screens cool buildings and the surrounding areas through
the processes of shading and reducing reflected heat (U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC), 2009). “Improved Exterior Air Quality”:
Deteriorated air quality happens with increasing numbers of
vehicles and industrial emissions. The green spaces help mitigate
these emissions by taking pollutants out of the air (“Green Screen
Home”, 2010). “Improved Aesthetics”: Green walls provide
aesthetic variation in an environment in which people carry out
their daily activities. Numerous studies have linked the presence
of plants to improved human health and mental well being (Green
Screen Home”, 2010).

The integration of employment opportunities, quality basic
services and amenities has the potential to create a sense of
empowerment and ownership. This may have a positive affect
on the larger community through the additional layer of human
connectedness among subcultures as discussed earlier in the
section on “Economy”.
Sustainability through Education Figure 42 (p. 25) displays
the following list of interactive architectural elements. Each figure
is accompanied with a key plan. A site section is referenced for a
more detailed explanation of the sustainable features of the site.
(Figure 43, p. 26).

Sustainability through Materials Building materials have
life cycles that can negatively impact the environment. It is the
responsibility of the architect to research and select materials
that contain highly recycled content and have low embodied
energy. The USGBC (2009) defines embodied energy as energy
used during the entire life cycle of the product, including its
manufacture, transportation, and disposal, as well as the inherent
energy captured within the product itself. Figures 7-24, (pp. 13 14) are examples of the materials and methods used in MATCH.

1. The Learning Tower: interactive play and educational zone.
2. The Interactive Plaza: LCD screens.
3. Community Center: roof garden and operable window
systems.
The concept of using interactive architecture as a learning tool
relates to Urry’s philosophy of creating successive experiential
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Winston Churchill observed that “we shape our buildings and
then they shape us.” This visionary statement gives a literal
interpretation to the influential power the built environment can
have over human behavior. Banning and Strange (2001) discuss
three positions on the ability of physical environments to influence
behavior. Architectural “determinism”, architectural “possibilism”
and architectural “probabilism”, which captures the relationship
between physical environments and behavior (Banning &
Strange, 2001), thus combining “determinism” and “possibilism”.
“Probabilism” suggests that “good” architectural design, i.e.,
a warm and inviting entrance will increase the probability of
inhabitance based on the design attributes. However, it does not
imply that the design caused the probability of being inhabited
(Banning & Strange, 2001). Therefore, Wicker states “when the
physical and behavioral aspects of a setting are compatible, a
synomorphic relationship exists” (as cited in Banning and Strange,
2001, p. 20) which means the physical structures allowed the
participants to engage in their desired behavior. The following
is a discussion of how “probabilism”, through the physical
characteristics of an environment, can be motivators that influence
a change in behavior.
Perception of Evolution
The section on Evolution discussed the deterioration of social
constructs based on the lack of pedestrian travel. Research has
shown that, reintroducing walking environments into the urban
landscape is the most effective approach to giving non-pedestrian
forms of travel a social connection, at least at their destination
points. This social reconnection is accomplished through
integrating pedestrian activities into the interchanges of the other
modes of travel, e.g., bike sharing, mini-bus services, and light rail
systems.
The act of walking is a method of experiencing space and if the
space is positively enhanced, through planned views to nodes of
interaction, textured walking paths, variability in public and private
zones and a variety in building materials, there is an increased
“probabilism” of community involvement.
Another “probabilism” of increased pedestrian activity is
improved perception of alternative transportation through the
density of human activity. The presence of others creates
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the bodily safety; the more diverse the people, the safer the
environment (Urry, p. 74). This states that the resultant of greater
human activity gives a perception that the environment is safer.
“Heterogeneity is a key factor in changing perception – especially
toward matters of security; which ties directly into the success of
a development” (Urry, p. 74). Heterogeneity is an inherent quality
of the MATCH project. The diversity of the neighborhoods and
the existing rail line boundary formulate the subculture ecology
described by Alexander et al. thus creating an opportunity for the
MATCH community to successfully evolve.
Perception of Economy
The conflict between various interest groups that support
development based on capital growth, social justice and
environmental stewardship was discussed in the research
on “Economy”. This incongruity tends toward perceptions of
inequality among the groups involved. As previously discussed,
a potential resolution to this divergence is development within
a heterogeneous community, i.e., a community of subcultures
with natural or man-made boundaries that allow these cultures to
thrive individually. Holland states that “if a community is highly
consistent, meaning they are primarily of one type” (as cited in
Banning & Strange, 2001), then achieving equity will be difficult.
For example, “communities of a particular ethnic or age-based
group are more likely to attract, satisfy and retain individuals
who share similar traits” (Banning & Strange, 2001). Those
members that do not fit these traits are more susceptible to not
feeling welcome which can create a negative perception of that
community.
To further hone the idea of what constitutes a positive
perception of community, Zeisel, (as cited in Banning & Strange,
2001, p. 25), suggests cultural growth can happen through
inclusion and ownership by designing physical environments that
promote a positive “display of self.” Three distinct environmental
dimensions of safety and inclusion are geographical settings,
meteorological conditions and architectural design variables
(Banning & Strange, 2001). The first two are addressed in the
design of MATCH through environmental design. The third
architectural design variable states that architecture can play a
role in the reduction of vandalism. A relevant link to be made here
is that well maintained and designed spaces are less likely to be
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vandalized (Banning & Strange, 2001). An architectural variable
of MATCH is the graffiti “behavior zone” (Figure 47, p. 31) which
allows graffiti artist to demonstrate their abilities. Other positive
areas for “display of self” exist in the learning pod art galleries and
public plaza, which displays the children’s art work. These are
referenced in earlier text.

for visitors to pause, placards are strategically placed calling
out sustainable features. This infusion of knowledge and
human interaction heightens the sense of empowerment and
belonging thus strengthening the community.
•

Returning to the concept of the “third place” defined by Ray
Oldenburg, the subcultures located within the half mile community
can remain autonomous in their homes and develop relationships
in a culturally safe environment provided by the transit community
hub. The culturally safe environment cultivates an awareness
of ownership, thus creating a larger parent community. This
promotes reciprocation between the subcultures and the MATCH
community sustaining the businesses, services and educational
facilities. Banning and Strange (2001) note some elements to the
“probabilism” of this enhanced sense of community which include
the plaza, open and intimate seating options and green spaces.
MATCH takes advantage of the plaza and pedestrian bridge
space by integrating a variety of seating in public and semi-private
settings. These spaces are outdoor rooms created by the green
screen canopies that bring down the scale to give the feeling of
enclosure and intimacy (Figure 48, p. 32).

•

•

Perception of Sustainability
By architecturally appealing to the human senses of sight,
sound, touch, and to a lesser degree smell, MATCH uses
community involvement with the built environment to suggest
concepts of sustainability. The following outlines the experience of
the architecture.

•

Sight of Site
A series of view diagram sketch exercises aided in the
placement and proper design of the primary plaza and
interactive display zone (Figure 49, p. 33). MATCH is
designed with visual points of interest to be experienced as
architectural anticipation zones, meaning they are only fully
experienced after coming through a preceding architectural
experience (Figures 50 - 52, pp. 34 - 35, 37).
The site creatively uses green screens to shade, offer visual
variety and intimate seating.
To create an interactive indoor/outdoor library and moments

•

•

•
•
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Sound of Site
By reinstituting the day care into a learning/daycare center for
the children living within the MATCH community, the sounds
of children comingle with the everyday activity generated
from the other functions of the site. According to the
Institute of Play, it is known, through EEG and other imaging
technologies, that the right cerebral cortex, which organizes
emotional control, is “attuned” in both infant and mother. This
is significant to the design of MATCH because the introduction
of the sound of children playing appeals to the nurturing
aspect of human behavior.
The learning tower and mini bus station have water/rock ponds
that filter rainwater down the rubble rock walls for graywater
reuse on the site which is audible to site visitors within
proximity evoking a calming and cooling sensation.
Touch of Site
Touch can also be referred to as interaction. The learning
tower is the prominent interactive architectural and educational
feature to site visitors and children that use the tower as a
playground.
The learning pods are oriented south with a rooftop garden
that doubles as the secondary play area for the children. The
garden offers an educational tool by teaching the kids how
and where there food comes from and why fresh and local is
better. The produce is then sold in the local market located
below the pods.
The government and community center incorporate high tech
systems that control operable windows for increased thermal
comfort. These designs also provide a private roof garden
for the employees. This garden filters rainwater for their
graywater functions as well.
Smell of Site
The site is completely landscaped with indigenous planting
that, while in bloom, will emit fresh aromas based on the plant
selected and reduce pollutants in the air.
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Figure 6. Research Board 4 :: Perception
Board composed by Author
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The preceding pages have outlined the research and
discussed the methodology for the design decisions of this thesis
project. The next section examines the physical body of work that
symbolizes the three dimensional design of MATCH.
The following headings are a brief outline of the organization
of this body of work and an opportunity to discuss items that were
not explained in the previous text.
Precedence: Extensive research of Green Scapes, Building
Materials and Methods, Transit Hub Design, and the Atlanta
Beltline Concpet.
Site Selection: Map studies, anthropological site and
amenities investigations.
Schematic Design: The initial schematic sketches illustrate
the struggle of designing for a community based on the concepts
of evolution, economy, sustainability and perception (Figure 37,
Image 1 - 4, p. 20). The design elements witnessed throughout
this book finally culminated from a series of view diagrams. The
field of vision sketches investigated approaching the site from the
cardinal directions and from multiple positions (Figure 38, p. 20).
These sketches were then layered to determine probable locations
for community interaction zones (Figure 37, Image 5, p. 20).
Schematic Sustainable Design: This is included to bring
attention to the importance of understanding the forms generated
in the schematic design phase and their implications on the
environment. After the basic forms of the site were developed the
sustainable principles embedded in the design thought process
were then studied through axonometric and section sketch
exercises (Figure 39, p. 20). These proved extremely important in
finalizing more detailed design characteristics of the site.
MATCH Design Project: This is the language of the design
understood through three dimensional representations utilizing
REVIT Building Information Modeling software. After the computer
construction was completed the project was enhanced through
hand sketches that bring a sense of life to the hard edges of the
computer renderings.
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Rubble Rock: Similar to concrete, reused demolition concrete
is repurposed as a rock water filtration system in the learning
tower (Figure 17).

•

Glass: The community center that facilitates the mini bus
service, local government office and sustainable resource
center is made of smart glass technologies that can be
exposed to sunlight without creating heat gain. The
psychological reasoning for high usage of glass in this facility
is to give the sense of transparency to the activities taking
place within the building (Figure 22).

Figure 12. Holocaust Museum
Source: http://www.tripadvisor.com/

Figure 11. Willoughby Plaza
Source: http://www.streetsblog.org/

Figure 10 demonstrates plaza as art.
Figure 11 demonstrates plaza as gathering space.
Figure 12 demonstrates plaza as a place to evoke memories. The
Holocaust Museum is used to illustrate the power of architecture
to conjure memories of a certain time and place and not to
indicate the MATCH plaza as a place to remember historical
events.

Figure 15.Cancer Survivor Garden
Source: Author 2010

Garden

Sustainable Methods

Figure 13 is an example of the learning roof garden designed as
part of the learning pods. The concept is to teach the children the
importance of growing locally without pesticides and then sharing
with the community.
Figure 14 shows landscaping creatively embedded in the
architectural design.
Figure 15 is an example of indigenous planting that will be used
throughout the site of MATCH, especially along the rail line
boundary.

Precedence :: Green Scapes
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•

Concrete and metal louvers for all south shading (Figure 19).

•

Recycled rubble rock wall which maximizes water filtration
system for reuse in graywater function such as toilet flushing,
janitorial activities and landscaping (Figure 17).

•

Architectural screening elements typically made of metal are
used for east and west shading (Figure 18).

•

Smart glazing for solar shading utilizes low-e coating while
maximizing daylight (Figure 22).

Figure 18. Kew House
Source: Sean Godsell

•

The MATCH plaza is a place to experience art, a place to gather
and a place for creating memories. Each precedence image
demonstrates these three qualities.

Figure 21. Schemata XI
Source: Studio 804

Concrete: Concrete is the primary material used in the design
of MATCH. The qualities of strength, flexibility, and the ability
to be recycled prompted the selection of this material (Figure
20). Ground face concrete block is an elegant use of a simple
building material that is inherently structural (Figure 23).

Figure 24. Christ Pavilion, Expo 2000
Source: Klaus Frahm & Jürgen Schmidt

•

Figure 9 demonstrates the feeling achieved when implementing
the screen along the pedestrian sidewalk.

Figure 17. Herzog & Demuron Winery
Source: http://www.pushpullbar.com/

Metals: Metals can be resurfaced, melted down and reformed
and are highly recycled. Metals were primarily used as
lightweight screening devices for east and west sun exposure,
and structural steel framing (Figure18, 24). Rusted steel
is also used as the perimeter screening walls for the site of
MATCH. These reused metal pieces will be artistically welded
together through local artists (Figure 21).

Figure 8 is an example of utilizing the green screen to shield views
to various site functions such as garbage dumpsters and parking
structures.

Figure 20. Maryhill Museum of Art
Source: Allied Works

•

Figure 7 is an example of the MATCH plaza design.

Figure 23. Ground Face Concrete Block
Source: http://archinhome.com/tag/concrete-block/

Wood: Wood is used in the design of the learning pods south
shading device. It is used to introduce a soft material palate in
the “front porch” play area. The wood used is harvested from
FSC forest or reclaimed (Figure 16).

Figure 16. BTV Building
Source: Herrn Eduard Hueber

•

Figure 19. Look Up Office
Source: Holger Knauf

This series of green screens presents the versatility of the
installation options.

Figure 22. Crystal Unit III
Source: Nobuaki Nakagawa

Figure 9.Green Screen
Source: http://farm1.static.flickr.
com/3/5544358_eb3b2a923a.jpg

Figure 8. Green Living Wall
Source: http://www.tournesolsiteworks.
com/products/gr_vgm.asp

Sustainable Materials

Plaza

Figure 14.Heifer Museum
Source: Author 2009

Figure 7. Fountain Park
Source: http://www.greenscreen.com/
home.html
Figure 10. Mint Plaza
Figure 13. Learning Roof Garden
Source: http://www.raymentwire.co.uk/img/ Source: http://www.cmgsite.com/projects/
urban-spaces/mint-plaza/
Bespoke/Roof-garden-trellis.jpg

Green Screens

Precedence :: Materials and Methods
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Figure 25. Tram Station Alicante
Source: http://www.archdaily.com/1809/
tram-stop-in-alicante-subarquitectura/
Figure 26. Craigieburn Interchange
Source: http://www.cox.com.au/projects.a
spx?projectId=2617&disciplineId=1207
Figure 27. Nordpark Railway
Source: http://archi.vn/portalid/52/tabid/163/catid/413/distid/7676/nha-ga-dokien-truc-su--zaha-hadid-thiet-ke.html

Transit Hubs

The Atlanta Beltline

The Alicante tram stop is a project designed to give a blighted
pedestrian square new life. The project is used as a precedence
study to demonstrate the lighting design for MATCH.

The Atlanta BeltLine’s inception was delivered in 1999 by a
forward thinking graduate student from Georgia Tech University.
Ryan Gravel conceived the idea of resurrecting the old Western
and Atlantic Railroad Line, the historical transit system that once
sustained economic vitality, into a tool for linking communities
together with hopes of revitalizing a quality of life and addressing
sprawl (Figure 29).

The Craigieburn interchange station is used as an example
of “everyday” materials such as corrugated metal used in
an innovative and contemporary way. The MATCH transit
administration office is designed with a similar language to the
first image in this precedence series.

The Nordpark Railway demonstrates the use of form within the
design of the MATCH train platform. MATCH uses concrete to
achieve the curvilinear forms. The forms create a flow that takes
the roof plane down which then transforms into the seating.

Another critical funding step came with MARTA’s approval of
the BeltLine as its preferred mode of transit. The BeltLine, as a
stand alone concept is strong, but needed MARTA’s collaboration
and inclusion of the BeltLine in an Alternatives Analysis Study,
which was part of the Inner Core Feasibility study for transit
options. In January of 2007, MARTA’s board approved the 22-mile
long connector.
Public/Private Partnerships are critical for Atlanta
redevelopment initiatives. In 2005, Mayor Franklin put together
the BeltLine Partnership that fused the private and public support
needed to realize the project. Due to this effort, the funding was
approved by the necessary boards and government organizations
in 2005. Another milestone was the completion of the 5 year
plan developed with large input from the community and from
pro bono assistance by the Boston Consulting Group. The $427
million dollar budget was approved by the Atlanta City Council in
2006 thus beginning implementation. To oversee the project’s
implementation and continue to ensure community engagement,
the Atlanta BeltLine, Inc. (ABI) was subsequently formed in 2006.
The implementation plan includes an extensive array of
benefits and revitalization procedures. There are eleven efforts
embodied in the plan including: Affordable Workforce Housing,
Atlanta BeltLine Arboretum, Community Benefits, Economic
Development, Funding, Land use, Park and Greenspace,
Planning, Public Art, Streets and Sidewalks, Trails and Transit
(Figure 28).

Precedence :: Transit Hubs
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In 2004, Alexander Garvin, a recognized greenspace designer,
determined the concept envisioned by Gravel was worth realizing,
and he subsequently developed a revitalization plan to include
a park trail and transit system called the Emerald Necklace.
Atlanta’s Mayor, Shirley Franklin, began researching funding
options. From this, the Tax Allocating District (TAD) proved to be
the most viable option supplying approximately 60 percent of the
funding needed.

Figure 28.Atlanta Beltline Conceptual Improvements
Source: http://www.beltline.org/

Figure 29.Atlanta Beltline Site Map
Source: http://www.beltline.org/

Precedence :: Case Study
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Figure 33. MATCH Site :: Existing Conditions at Cooper Street and Southern Avenue
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Figure 31. Zipper Zone :: Proposed Future Hubs
Source: LRK, Inc.

Cooper Street

Proposed MATA Light Rail

Southern Avenue
Norfolk Southern Rail Line

Figure 30. Zipper Zone :: Proposed Future MATCH Site
Source: LRK, Inc. Graphics by: Author
Legend :: Macro Research
Proposed Sites
1/2 Mile Community

Major Roads

Figure 32. Zipper Zone :: Proposed Secondary Hubs
Source: LRK, Inc.

Figure 34. MATCH Site :: Boundaries and Major Roads

Process

Legend :: MATCH Site :: Boundaries and Major Roads

Figure 35. MATCH Site :: Community Character Study

Existing Boundary
Major Roads

Secondary Sites
Green Line
Rail Lines
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MPO Bike Plan :: Bike Share
The far left image is the Memphis bike plan map which illustrates
the proposed bike lane improvements. A more detailed
explanation of these improvements can be found by visiting
the Memphis & Shelby County DPDGOV.com website. The
next Image is an example of a bike sharing station within the
built environment. The remaining two images are examples of
people riding their bikes within the MATCH site location.
1. Early Concept Sketches

2. Early Revit Sketch

3. View Sketch

4. Kid Zone_Experience

5. Activity Zone Diagram

Figure 37. Schematic Sketches
http://www.streetsblog.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/08_11/smartbike_station.jpg

Improvements :: Green Streets
The image to the far left is a diagram created to illustrate
the potential streets that are viable candidates for street
improvements. These improvements are used to enhance
primary pedestrian walking paths. The next two images
demonstrate examples of street improvement options and
indigenous planting selections.

Sustainable Site Axon

Sustainable Site Section :: Tower Study

Figure 39. Sustainable Sketches

http://www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=73029

North View Diagram

East View Diagram

West View Diagram

South View Diagram

Schematic Thoughts ::

MATA :: Bus Experience
Trapeze View Itineraries

home

trip plan

schedules

stops

next bus

locations

help

Itinerary Detail
Origin: UNION AVE @ S MAIN ST, MEMPHIS
Destination: OAK COURT MALL, POPLAR AVE, MEMPHIS
Request: Departure of 2:45p on 02-13-2010
Valid: 2 service in effect from 12-06-2009 to 06-05-2010
StartDetail
2:55p

EndDetail
3:34p

Duration

Transfers

Fare

38 min.

1

$1.60

Walk (m
0.2

Your trip has 1 transfer and will take 38 minute[s]. Depart 2:55p from stop THIRD@MADISION o
10 / 36 Lamar-Watkins Northbound. Arrive 3:07p at stop CLEVELAND@POPLAR. Transfer 3:14p a
Poplar-Cleveland to line 50 Poplar Outbound. Arrive 3:34p at final destination stop POPLAR@PER

New Trip

Depart:

THIRD@MADISION

On route:

10 Watkins Ridgegrove

Arrive:

CLEVELAND@POPLAR

3:07p

Transfer to:

Poplar-Cleveland

3:14p

On route:

50 Poplar Baptist Hospital

Arrive:

POPLAR@PERKINS

2:55p

The adjacent series describes the MATA experience. One of
the thesis methodology excersices was to experience a typical
journey on the MATA system. This included investigating
the map, understanding the scheduling system and then
documenting the trip through photographs.

Successful spatial experiences require changing visual interest as the pedestrian moves along a path.
Strolling from one view to another.
Creating the “non-tourist” tourist site ::
Views seduce, through sights to destinations, the pedestrian into experiencing where they are going and where
they came from (Urry, 2007)

3:34p

Return Trip

Connection Gap ::
Expresses the decay of the “human experience” through the evolution of technology, globalization, and cars.
(Pappano, 2001)
MATCH ::
Changing perception of multi-modal transit through community engagement, enhanced human experience,
and sustainable design.

http://matatransit.com:83/hiwire

Figure 36. Anthropological Investigation
Source: by author
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Process

Process

Figure 38. View Diagrams
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The image numbers correspond with the view being experienced
by the viewer as if physically being at the site. The following
explain architectural concepts in further detail.

Community Center Axonometric

Existing Northwest Corner Condition

1. Pedestrian view looking northwest and juxtaposed against
the existing site conditions. The building is color coded as a
wayfinding system to designate the multiple functions of the
facility which include, Mini Bus Services, Local Government
Office, Community Resource Center for Sustainable Practices.
The facility is designed with shared shower services for
employees and pedestrians accessing the site.

2. Community Center Exterior Pedestrian Walkway

5. Community Center Shaded Pedestrian Walkway

3. Community Center Interior Lobby

6. Community Center Employee Roof Garden

4. Community Center Employee Parking Zone

7. Mini Bus Station Exterior Waiting Zone

2. As indicated in the research, successive views and
experiences provide “chance encounter” spaces along
pathways. The entrance to the Community Center is shaded
and the scale is broken up with the rhythmic exterior canopy.

6

3. The interior lobby is designed with contemporary technological
advancements in sustainable design. There are computer
controlled operable windows that use smart technologies to
read interior climate conditions, i.e., hot and cold, and respond
accordingly. The orientation of the building is set to maximizes
the predominant south west winds.
4. The only parking on site is located behind the Community
Center. It is available to the center workers that do not live
within the half mile MATCH community. The carbon emissions
are offset with the green screens that create a pollution filtering
canopy, shading and visual interest.

Second Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

7

5. View of Community Center walkway coming from the north.

3
5

6. Roof top garden exclusively for the Community Center
employees. The roof captures rainwater and reuses it in
graywater functions. The seating is screened with custom
perforated metal panels that allow for visibility and intimacy
while shading.

4

2

1

First Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

Figure 40. Sustainability through Community :: Community Center
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1. Community Center Northwest Pedestrian View

MATCH Project Design

7. Mini Bus service for half mile community shuttle service with
wrapping concrete structure to carry train platform language
through the design. The exterior waiting zone is enhanced
with the rock wall rainwater capturing system and cooling
pond.

MATCH Project Design
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Learning Tower Center Axonometric

1. Aerial view of northeast corner learning tower, learning pods,
local market, transit administration and pedestrian plaza
juxtaposed against the existing site conditions.

Existing Northeast Corner Condition

3. This is the public access lobby for the learning tower. Here
site visitors can interact with the exposed rock wall that filters
rain water from a height of 35 feet down the wall into the
reflecting pond in the lobby which serves as an evaporative
cooling feature. The water is ultimately stored in storage tanks
under the site for use in graywater activities such as landscape
watering, toilet flushing and janitorial needs. The audible
experience is also enhanced with the sounds of the water
cascading down the wall.

1

2

Second Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

4

3

6
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5. Exterior Eating Plaza adjacent to the Grocery Market

2. View of Learning Pods

4. The MATCH transit administration office corridor utilizes the
eastern most boundary of the site as the private office space
and restroom facility. To create a space that allowed light to
filter in and add visual interest the entire east wall is storefront.
The exterior garden uses rubble rock and xeriscaping to
enhance the view.

6. This is the view to the exterior plaza from the transit
administration office. It is in close proximity to the primary
pedestrian walkway. The design is highly transparent, inviting
and approachable for those visitors desiring to know more
about their local transit system or to ask for basic information.

1

Figure 41. Sustainability through Community :: Learning Tower Center

4. View of Zen Garden in Transit Administration Office

5. The site supports a local market that provides basic needs to
the community. The concept is to sell local produce, some
that is harvested from the learning pod gardens, and sell these
goods as a healthy alternative to normal convenient store
foods.

4
5

First Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

2. View from pedestrian bridge of learning pods and learning
tower playground. This is the access bridge from the light rail
platform. Parents that bring their children to the learning pods
may walk around the pedestrian corridor (see red highlighted
area on the second floor plan) to pick up or drop off their
children. The walkway provides an art gallery for displaying
the children’s work. The pods have salvage wood louvers that
act as southern shading devices.

1. Learning Center Northeast Aerial View

MATCH Project Design

3. Learning Tower Center Interior Lobby

6. Exterior View from the Transit Administration Office

MATCH Project Design
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1. This image demonstrates the accessibility to the interactive
wall and the ability of the children to engage with the general
public from a safe distance above.

Filtration Systems
Indigenous Planting

2. This image shows the public access zone where children are
picked up and dropped off. The screen creates a sense of
security without giving the impression that crime is an issue.

2

Water Harvesting
Wind Harvesting

3. The interactive plaza zone demonstrates the use of the space
as a place for gathering. This is an example of architecture
serving to slow people down and allow time for interaction or
“chance encounter.” The screens display transit schedules,
upcoming events, and local art work from the learning pods
and community

Sustainable Technologies
•

Permeable paver system to filter water prior to entering the drainage system.

•

Smart Wall with environmental sensors for human and environmental
condition.

•

Green Screen parking canopy for carbon cleaning, shading and
screening.

•

E-fueling station for electric car plug-in accessible to Community
Center employees.

•

2. Learning Tower Access to Learning Pods and Childcare Admission

1

•
•

Roof garden graywater filtration system for reuse in restroom,
janitorial and garden irrigation as necessary.

•

Exterior perforated metal for learning tower shading and visual interest, greeting zone perforated metal canopy for shading.

Smart windows controlled by smart wall sensoring to exhaust carbon
or excess heat from the building.

•

Operable window system to allow south west winds to engage
the rubble rock wall passive evaporative cooling system.

Green Screen canopy for Community Center entry shading and visual interest.

•

Water collection system for graywater reuse.

•

Rock Wall as filtration system and sustainable educational
tool.

•

Indigenous planting with rock bed
for transit administration office
corridor.

Second Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

3

Featured Sustainable Technologies
Site Section
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

First Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

Figure 42. Sustainability through Education
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1. Learning Tower Interactive Kid Zone

3. Interactive Plaza with “Smart Technology” Screen

MATCH Project Design

MATCH Project Design

Figure 43. Sustainability through Education :: Site Section
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Sustainable Transportation Axonometric
• Mini Bus
• Light Rail
• Bike

1. The aerial view exhibits the sustainable features embedded
in the design of the transit interchange. There are wind
powered generators that extend to the east along with
photovoltaic panels integrated into the structure to help offset
energy usage from the train system. The open air platform
is shaded with green screens that also serve as air purifiers
along with the surrounding indigenous landscaping. This
view also displays the connection of the transit to the overall
pedestrian experience as visitors traverse the site through the
pronounced pedestrian walkway to the north of the platform.
The pedestrian bridge distinguishes the site as an important
gateway. It is protected from the sun by utilizing metal mesh
screens that allow visibility and air circulation while shading.
2. MATCH Light Rail Platform View of Learning Tower

3. MATCH Light Rail Platform Interior Experience

5. Mini Bus Station Exterior Waiting Zone

6. Light Rail Platform South Entrance

2. The platform is fully engaged with the rest of the MATCH site
by having open air portals shaded with green screens so that
passengers can wait in a comfortable setting and still interact
with other site visitors.
3. The interior perspective shows the built-in seating
accommodated by the selection of concrete which wraps
as one continuous piece from canopy to platform. This
detail simplifies the structure by removing extraneous parts
ultimately lessening the embodied energy.
4. The bike sharing facilities define a pedestrian scale entrance
when approaching the site from the east. The bikes will
be purchased with a swipe card and returned at other bike
sharing locations. The setting is landscaped with indigenous
and xeriscape planting that are labeled with information for the
chance inquiry from a bike sharing or site participant.

5

5. The mini bus station was explained earlier in the “sustainability
on community” section. It is addressed again at this juncture
to stress the integration of the multiple modes of transportation
available to the MATCH community.

4

6. The sloping entrance to the light rail platform signifies an
elegant procession that welcomes users from the south
despite the fact that they are using a secondary entrance.
This further strengthens the notion that users of this facility are
important and their choice to use this transit is appreciated.

2
3
6
Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

Figure 44. Sustainability through Alternative Transportation
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4. Bike Sharing Approach from East

1. Aerial View of MATCH Light Rail Platform and Pedestrian Bridge

MATCH Project Design

MATCH Project Design
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Figure 45. Sustainability through Green Scapes
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•

Learning Pods: Green roof for heat island reduction,
water filtration and reuse for graywater systems.

•

Learning Pods: Green Screen roof system that creates
a shading canopy to reduce heat island affect and internal
heat gain within the pods. The light weight system also
minimizes and protects the impact on the structure.

•

Learning Pods: Community garden concept adds
learning benefits and healthy alternatives to traditional
fruits and vegetable that are normally shipped from long
distances and have many pesticides. There is a heat gain
reduction as well.

•

Pedestrian Plaza, Light Rail Platform and Community
Center Walkway: Green Screens are implemented over
much of the site to create outdoor rooms for more intimate
seating options. They also help with heat island reduction
and provide healthier breathing air.

•

Community Center: The community center is unique in
that it provides a roof garden only to the employees of
the facility. This amenity is used to strengthen ownership
within the community. The garden also reduces heat gain
and filters water for graywater activities.

•

MATCH Site: The site is landscaped with indigenous
planting that typically will not need additional watering
and if water is needed it is minimal. The landscaping
contributes to the heat island reductions and the overall
aesthetic appeal of the site and sequences of approach.

MATCH Project Design

These four solstice diagrams focus on the peak traveling times,
8am and 6pm, during the summer which is the most critical time
of the year for Memphis. The summer solstice was used because
of consistency with typical sun angle measurements taken in
most studies, however, further investigation into all of the critical
seasonal attributes of Memphis is the most prudent approach.
The summer solstice happens on June 21 of every year. It
signifies the time of the year when the sun has reached its
highest point in the sky before it begins to descend as the months
progress towards winter. Something to note is that the summer
solstice is not the hottest time of the summer season for the
Memphis region.

MATCH Project Design

Aerial East :: Morning Summer Solstice

Aerial East :: Evening Summer Solstice

Aerial West :: Morning Summer Solstice

Aerial West :: Evening Summer Solstice
Figure 46. Sustainability through Green Scapes :: Summer Solstice Diagrams
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Seating Zones Axonometric
1. This image illustrates the “Behavior Zones” and is juxtaposed
against the existing conditions of the southwest corner of
the site. “Behavior Zones” are visual stimulation points that
appeal to the identity of certain cultures. By infusing these into
a well maintained site, the desire to “display self” in a negative
way is diminished.

Behavior Zone Axonometric

Existing Southwest Corner Condition

2. The pedestrian seating is fully engaged at the street level
and yet has the appearance of being semi-private. The
green screens help create a loose enclosure and the tall
planting acts as privacy screens without blocking views or air
circulation.
3. This pedestrian seating is directly adjacent to the market and
transit office. The concept is to utilize the shading device for
the southern and western exposed facades as a soft enclosure
for seating. Each space under this canopy is designed to have
a different feel through the use of pavers, grass, landscape
and structural variability.

4

2. Plaza Intimate Pedestrian Seating

3. Plaza Intimate Pedestrian Seating

4. The pedestrian bridge leading to and from the light rail service
is designed to function as a place to pause and absorb the
surroundings. The integrated seating is part of the structure
and shading device yet does not obstruct views or air
circulation to maximize the predominant southwest wind

Second Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

Something to note is that the seating is not only a mixture of
public and private spaces, it is also varied in its integration of
the design. In most cases the seating is built into the structure
but there are opportunities to move different pieces of furniture.
These options increase the sense of ownership due to being
able to modify an otherwise public and less personalized space.
Sucher, 2003, p. 42) states that “Communities are not announced
by planners but emerge out of places that people make their own.”

3
2
1

First Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

1

MATCH Project Design
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4. Light Rail Bridge Public Pedestrian Seating

Figure 47. Perception of Economy :: 1. Behavior Zone Southwest View

MATCH Project Design

Figure 48. Perception of Economy :: Seating
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1. The pedestrian walkway is designed to move people
through the space while granting them the capability to
pause and engage in their surroundings either through
social human interaction or quiet solitude and observation.

2. Plaza :: Pedestrian Walkway

2. The pedestrian walkway begins or ends at the “Smart
Technology” screen. The screen and people gathered hold
the street edge. According to Sucher (2003) the street
edge must be held by building to the street. The idea is to
let the people that are engaged in the screen be the “street
wall” (Sucher, 2003, p. 47).

3. Experiential View from Community Center Roof Garden

6. Experiential View Approaching Site from Southeast

4. Experiential View from Pedestrian Bridge

7. Experiential View Approaching Site from Southwest

5. Experiential View Approaching Site from Northeast

8. Experiential View Approaching Site from Northwest

3. The community center roof garden is designed for the
center employees. The view demonstrates how site
features can enhance the experience of another space that
is physically removed by height and distance.
3

4. An example of visual interest through anticipated
architecture is seen in the pedestrian experience across
the bridge. From this perspective, viewers can engage
both the community center and the learning tower as
a destination point yet have a series of views they will
experience prior to arrival.

4

5. Images 5 - 8 show approach to the site which is a very
important aspect to this thesis. The northeast approach
is about activity and the immediate introduction of another
mode of transportation which is bike sharing.

Second Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

10

6. The southeast introduces two modes of transportation,
bus stop and light rail. To soften the concrete and texture
of the rail line, a buffer of landscaping follows the edge
without obstructing views to maintain a sense of safety and
inclusion.

2
1
5

8

7

First Floor Site Plan
Scale: 1” = 40’ - 0”

6

9

Figure 49. Perception of Site :: Plaza
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7. Approaching from the southeast, the viewer is engaged in
the “behavior zones”, landscaping and a bus stop.

1. Plaza :: Pedestrian Walkway

MATCH Project Design

8. The approach from the northwest is held with the
community center. However, there are openings to add
variance to the structure and a secondary walking path
establishes the architectural anticipation of the plaza and
learning tower across the street.

MATCH Project Design

Figure 50. Perception of Site :: Approach
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While researching the transit community hub concept one
dichotomous question kept coming to the surface. Which
comes first…the community that can help change perception of
alternative transportation or an efficient system of transportation
that shifts perception? The thesis question which asks, “Can
effective community hub design change perception of alternative
transportation?” sways on the side of community involved design
can change perception.
The answer to the dichotomy lies in an assumption that if the
stars are aligned and government policy makers plus community
leaders and organizers, plus financial gains all come to the same
redevelopment effort and leave having heard the same information
with a shared vision for a new experience, then both community
and transportation come together. The design profession alone
cannot not solve the problems with perception and alternative
modes of transportation. The research shows that if the systems
are not more efficient, clean, safe, accessible and above all, better
than the sense of identity achieved through owning a car, good
design will not be the answer to solving ridership. The issues of
capitalistic growth, social inequalities and environmental concerns
make the concepts of public transit stagnant before they leave the
drawing board.
There are conclusions that may be drawn however. First, good
design for a community should be centered on creating spaces
of involvement and interactions. It is the act of engagement with
other human beings which can begin to break down anxieties
of mixing with those we would not normally encounter. This
engagement is most successful when successful design happens
and people are interested and involved in the place they inhabit.
Urry (2007) expressed that successful spatial experiences
require changing visual interest as the pedestrian moves along
a path; strolling from one view to another. This revelation is
a fundamental first step to creating the community that can in
effect change perception of alternative transportation. If there
is a collective community ownership of a common space, then it
stands to reason that by ownership, the space will be honored
and respected. This deep sense of integrity is getting at the root
of how any paradigm shift occurs. It starts deep and small within
a few and with encouragement and support can grow into many,
affecting a change in the way we see, hear, and do life.
Figure 51. Perception of Site :: 9. Approaching North
The southern approach funnels the pedestrian into the site
by angling the building so that the eye is carried along the
community center terminus and learning tower.
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Figure 52. Perception of Site :: 10. Approaching South
Coming from the North, which is considered the critical gateway to the site due to the cultural difference between the north
and south neighborhoods, the approach of opening the site up
to the transit platform and behavior zones is a statement of invitation and investigation. The threshold signifies an important
step is being made.
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